ABSTRACT Recognizing or retrieve a face based on its sketch-photo similarity has important applications in law enforcement and public security. While many existing methods focus on recognizing facial sketch from image-based queries, this setting has the major limitations in practice, since the abstract sketch only captures sparse global structure of the human face. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose to bridge the gap between the sketch-photo pair by ''translating'' the abstract visual sketch into a photorealistic face with the help of descriptive attributes. Specifically, we propose an improved multi-modal conditional generative adversarial network (MMC-GAN) to jointly utilize the complementary information of visual sketches and semantic facial attributes to reduce the uncertainties of the facial image generation. A fusion network is introduced to better leverage the information from different modalities (visual sketch and semantic attributes). In order to improve the details of the generated facial images, we adopt a two-path generator structure in which the global feature and the local feature of human faces are learned in parallel. An identitypreserving constraint is further introduced to enhance the identity consistency between the sketches and facial images. Extensive experiments demonstrate that we can effectively manipulate the face image generation by varying the input facial attributes. Besides, the generated photorealistic face image is validated to improve the sketch-photo face recognition and retrieval.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cross-modal face recognition and retrieval, both of which involve matching semantic corresponding instances from different modalities, are important yet challenging tasks in the computer vision community. Since photos of the suspects are difficult to obtain in many cases, it is desirable to utilize some easy-to-access sources for recognition and retrieval in practice applications. Generally, facial sketches can be drawn by the forensic artists based on eye-witness descriptions [1] , which capture the global structure of human faces. Moreover, the natural language descriptions with semantic meanings (gender, race, age, hair color, etc.) further complement the low-level visual sketches. However, it is still unknown how to effectively utilize these heterogeneous information (visual sketch and language descriptions) to recognize and retrieve photos in the database. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose to generate photorealistic images by jointly exploring the high-level semantic attributes and low-level minimal facial sketches (i.e., facial sketches with 68 facial key landmarks [2] ). The whole framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this way, the sketch-photo recognition (retrieval) is transformed into photo-photo recognition (retrieval), which circumvents the challenging problem of cross-modal similarity learning.
Traditional cross-modal face recognition and retrieval methods encounter significant challenges, due to the intrinsic modality discrepancies in different sources. In general, the sketches and photos have different properties in terms of texture and shape. Obviously, the sketches drawn by pencils have significantly different texture compared to human skin captured by photos. Besides, a sketch may also involve shape deformation because of the exaggeration of some distinctive FIGURE 1. The flowchart of sketch-photo matching process based on the proposed method. Given a minimal sketch with the guidance of the descriptive attributes, we first synthesize the corresponding photorealistic faces with our generation algorithm, embedding different information into a hidden incorporation. And then the matching process with the off-the-shelf recognition methods can be conducted effectively based on the synthetic faces.
facial features. Likewise, face recognition or retrieval tasks based on language descriptions are also challenging due to the fact that it is difficult to establish corresponding relationship for intuitive visual information and abstract semantic information.
During the past years, numerous attempts have been made in the cross-modal recognition or retrieval tasks [3] - [7] , which aim to bridge the cross-modality gap by allowing heterogeneous images to be compared for recognition or retrieval. The most popular category of algorithms is to synthesize images of one modality from the other to reduce the cross-modal discrepancy. In order to reduce the image-level differences, earlier works aim to synthesize sketches from the corresponding face photos. Extensive works includes bridging the gap with multi-scale Markov Random Fields (MRF) [1] and using one corresponding template sketch [8] . Although to some extent, the above-mentioned image synthesis methods can reduce modality discrepancy, most of them aim to transform images from a complex modality (color images) to a more simple modality (sketch or depth images), which bring information loss during the generation process and may be unfavorable for the subsequent matching task. Therefore, it is more desirable to synthesize photorealistic images from facial sketches, which is challenging due to the lack of details for describing human faces. Thanks to the fast development of deep generative models, especially Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [9] , more attentions have been paid to challenging image synthesis tasks based on sketches [10] - [12] or attributes [13] - [17] in recent years. For sketch-related methods, the sketch-photo mapping is often learned directly with the ''pix2pix'' framework [18] . For attributes-related methods, the works [14] , [15] propose to manipulate the generated photorealistic images by varying single attribute using GANs, which demonstrates the capacity of modifying a face image according to the given attributes. And in [17] , authors use the attributes as auxiliary information to enhance super-resolution process. Other algorithms based on Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [19] or GANs [9] are proposed to generate images directly with attributes as the latent representation [13] or conditional input [16] . Nevertheless, these methods are ill-posed since it is difficult to relate the synthetic image samples to the given identities, therefore they can not be directly applied to recognition or retrieval problems.
Although extensive progress has been made, there are few attempts on face synthesis and recognition by taking low-level facial sketches and high-level descriptive attributes into account simultaneously. In this paper, we argue that the sketches and facial attributes can leverage each other to generate a human face image. Specifically, the facial sketch captures the global structures of a face, while the facial attributes can complement the missing details. Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed GAN framework for face image generation from sketch and facial attributes. Besides, the recognition and retrieval performance demonstrates that the generated image indeed bear the identity discriminability.
A. OUR PROPOSAL
In this paper, we propose a conditional generative adversarial network to embed multi-modal inputs (facial sketches and natural language descriptions) into an identity-discriminative feature space. The multi-modal information complements each other, thus capturing more comprehensive information of the corresponding face photos.
Since there is no existing dataset that contains both visual sketches and natural language annotations, we first construct two facial sketch-attribute datasets named Sketch-CelebA and Sketch-LFW based on the face attribute dataset CelebA [20] and LFW [21] . Sketch-CelebA and Sketch-LFWA contain over 100,000 subjects and 10,000 subjects respectively, with each subject having a minimal sketch and 19 key facial attributes (How to generate the minimal sketches and perform key attribute selection will be detailed in the following part). The two datasets will be made publicly available soon.
Instead of manually drawing sketches or utilizing stylization algorithm, we adopt the algorithm in [2] to detect 68 facial key landmarks for each face photo. The detected facial landmarks avoid the effort of manual annotations, but still can capture critical structures of the human faces. Compared with synthesizing face images from hand-drawn sketch, exploiting landmark-sketch for face image synthesis is more challenging but plausible, since the landmarksketches are much easier to generate than hand-drawn ones. Considering that a sketch only provide global face structure but lacks more target specific information, we utilize semantic attributes as complementary ingredients used for image generation. Rather than integrating all the attributes (e.g., 40 attributes for CelebA [20] ), we manually select 19 representative attributes for each image according to the fact that an eyewitness tends to remember crucial facial appearance of the suspect due to the forgetting process.
Existing works on conditional GANs takes advantage of only one aspect of the facial appearance (the landmark-sketch or binary facial attributes), leading to sub-optimal synthetic results. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a novel multi-modal conditional GAN framework, aiming to jointly explore the complementary information from multi-modal inputs.
The proposed generator is composed of two branches: one is responsible to recover the global structure and another takes care of the details around some key landmarks. To combine the multi-modal information in the generation step, we propose a fusion network to integrate the sketch feature maps and attributes in early stage. Likewise, for the discriminator, the attribute vectors also serve as the complementary inputs to supervise the face synthesis process with semantic facial details. Moreover, an identity-preserving constraint is further introduced to enhance the identity consistency between sketches and facial images. Through the above-mentioned formulation, the facial attributes serve as conditional information during the facial image synthesis process. With the proposed generator, we can easily manipulate the generated image by simply altering the attribute value. Extensive experiments on cross-modal face verification and retrieval demonstrate the identity discriminability of the proposed algorithm.
This paper is an extended version of our preliminary algorithm MMC-GAN [22] . The main differences from [22] include: (1) In the previous version, the attributes vectors and the feature maps generated from facial sketches are fused by a simple concatenation, leading to sub-optimal feature fusion result. To address this issue, we introduce a fusion network to automatically learn the best parameters for better feature fusion. We denote our new algorithm as MMC-GAN+. (2) We conduct a more challenging human face retrieval experiment to demonstrate the identity discriminability of the synthetic images. (3) Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) proposed by [23] which can detect intra-class mode dropping is used to evaluate the quality of synthetic images generated by our algorithm.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows: 1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to perform face image generation and recognition by jointly utilizing the information provided by visual sketch and verbal description, which is of good practical value for real-world applications. 2) We propose a deep generative model (MMC-GAN+) to generate photorealistic facial images from sketch and high-level descriptive information, achieving facial attributes manipulation given a specific attribute value. A residual-structured fusion network is proposed for making better use of both sketch information and attribute information, which is added after the first convolution layer of the generator. 3) Face verification and retrieval can be implemented effectively based on the synthetic faces since we preserve the facial structures and local details during the generation. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the generated faces are much easier to be recognized for users than the original sketches.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 presents the details of the proposed face image generation framework. Experiment results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper proposes a novel image generation framework on GAN to bridge the gap between multi-modal inputs in the cross-modal recognition (retrieval) process. In this section, we will briefly overview some works that are closely related in the computer vision community.
A. CROSS-MODAL RECOGNITION AND RETRIEVAL
Matching semantic similar instances across different modalities such as face sketches, near infrared images or language descriptions is a very challenging problem subject to large variations in appearance details and the intrinsic heterogeneity. Many efforts have been made to address this issue. Considering the powerful representative ability of deep neural networks, numerous algorithms have been proposed to solve the cross-modal matching problem [24] - [27] . In [24] , the authors train a deep hashing network in the self-supervised manner to perform image retrieval and the adversarial loss is used to eliminate the discrepancy across different modalities. Deep metric learning is exploited in [25] to bridge the gap between texts and images. More specifically, for a triplet input (i.e., the query text, the related positive and negative images), feature maps are extracted from a pretrained CNN network, and the parameters are finetuned with the triplet loss. Similarly, Li et al. [26] propose to jointly train a visual sub-network and a language sub-network for bridging the language-visual modality gap. To avoid the laborious labeling problem, in [27] , the authors propose to learn local binary features from raw pixels in an unsupervised way.
The above-mentioned algorithms are proposed to explore invariant features against the divergence across different modalities. However, they often have high computational complexities, moreover, learning in the low-dimension feature space may cause information loss especially for complex modalities.
Since image-image recognition has been extensively studied, it will be beneficial if we can transform the cross-modal recognition problem into the traditional image-image recognition problem via image synthesis. Therefore, ''recognition via generation'' has become a promising direction for crossmodal human face recognition and retrieval. This kind of frameworks allow transforming the heterogeneous inputs into consistent modality, thus off-the-shelf face recognition methods can be directly utilized. To bridge the gap between imagesketch inputs, some works propose to obtain sketches from facial images [28] - [31] . However, this task of transforming complex modality into simple modality will cause information loss, thus deteriorating the recognition performance. To address this issue, several algorithms recently exploit generative models such as GANs [9] or VAE [19] to synthesize photorealistic images from simple modalities (e.g., facial sketches or attributes). In specific, in [13] , the authors directly map facial attributes to target face images with variational auto-encoder framework, in which attributes are used as latent representations to supervise the learning process. The work [16] shares the similar idea but utilizes a Conditional CANs structure [32] . In the work [11] , a pixel-to-pixel image translation algorithm is designed to transform the sketches to cartoon human faces. Although promising performance has been witnessed with the above-mentioned methods, considering the information contained by only one modality but neglect other necessary detailed or global information often leads to sub-optimal image generation results. To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose to utilize both the global structure from sketches and the detailed information embedded in the attribute descriptions to generate photorealistic photos. Besides the evaluation of the qualitative image generation results, we also conduct recognition and retrieval experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed image generation framework.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
In the proposed algorithm, we utilize GAN as the tool for synthesizing images. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [9] have shown their excellent performances in many computer vision tasks such as image generation [33] , [34] , image translation [18] , [35] , [36] as well as super-resolution [37] . A typical GAN model is composed of two sub-networks −− a generator and a discriminator, each of which is differentiable both with respect to its inputs and with respect to its parameters. The generator's goal is to synthesize data samples whose distribution matches that of real data while the discriminator is a two-class classifier used to distinguish between the real and the generated samples. These two parts, which can be formulated as a two-player minimax game, are trained alternately with an adversarial loss. Our approach utilizes this theory to make the translated face images as realistic as possible and can be identified by humans or AI recognition systems.
Along with the development of GANs, goal-oriented image generation has also been studied. In order to generate samples conditioned on the auxiliary information, several previous studies [32] , [38] provide class labels as inputs to both the discriminator and the generator. Several other researches try to generate particular images according to a given text description [39] , [40] . The idea of conditional image generation has also been successfully applied to domain or style transfer [36] , [41] and super-resolution [37] . In our paper, we adopt the similar structure as conditional GANs and utilize facial attributes as the auxiliary information to enhance the image generation process.
C. IMAGE-TO-IMAGE TRANSLATION
Many computer vision tasks can be understood as transforming an image from a source domain to a target domain, such as image segmentation [42] and salient object detection [43] .
Thanks to the development of deep generative models, impressive results have been achieved in this field [18] , [35] , [36] . The ''pix2pix'' framework [18] builds the relationship between the two domains in a supervised way with conditional GANs [38] . Specifically, a ''U-Net'' network architecture [44] is adopted for the generator to map images to a new domain, moreover, it combines the adversarial loss with a L1 loss, thus makes the generated results less blurring. Several improved variations have been proposed, CycleGAN [35] and DiscoGAN [36] preserve key features between the input and the output by utilizing a ''cycle consistency'' training strategy, the special strategy can release the limitation of pairwise training data. AttGAN [45] are designed for face attribute editing with a effective two-branch generator training scheme which can recover the original image and synthesize the new image simultaneously. StarGAN [46] successfully performs image-to-image translations for multiple domains by sending domain information along with the ordinary image inputs to the network. Our approach is based on the image-to-image translation framework and reconstructs photorealistic face images from minimal facial sketches and attributes.
III. METHODOLOGY
We propose a new multi-modal conditional GAN algorithm named as MMC-GAN+ to incorporate visual sketches with descriptive attributes to complement each other in order to reduce the generation uncertainties during the image synthesis process. In this section, we describe the several key components of the proposed algorithm in detail.
A. OVERVIEW
Although Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) shows promising performance for generating images [47] from images [48] or verbal description [40] , few attempts have been made to combine multi-modal information together (e.g., integrate the minimal landmark sketches with facial attributes) to reduce the visual ambiguity in the image synthesis process.
The multi-modal setting can effectively facilitate to reduce visual uncertainties during image generation. A minimal landmark sketch tends to provide global facial information but lacks more target specific information, and facial attributes can serve as complementary ingredients to provide this information. However, how to effectively model the multi-modal information into the unified framework is still an challenging problem. To address this issue, we propose a new GAN-based generative algorithm named as MMC-GAN+ in this paper. Given an triplet set (X S i , X R i , y i ) with y i being the descriptive attributes from a labeled dataset
. Both the sketch X S and the real image X R have the same size W × H × C, with C being the number of color channels and W and H being the width and height of an image respectively. Our model aims to learn the distribution p(X R i |X S i , y i ) to generate the real image X R i . Formally, the object function of VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. The architecture of the proposed MMC-GAN+ for photorealistic face generation, which includes modules of face generator and conditional discriminator. The generator integrates the minimal sketch and descriptive attributes into a hidden incorporation with a fusion network, which complements each other for face synthesis. Note that the global and detailed information of a facial sketch is embedded into the feature space via different feature encoding paths, respectively. The detail learning process recovers landmark details including mouth, nose as well as two eyes, while the global learning process is designed to produce complete human facial structures. As for the discriminator, we first produce positive and negative inputs by incorporating the synthetic and real faces with the alternative facial attributes. The generated patches are fed into the conditional discriminator to distinguish the real/fake faces, with the loss fine tuning the generator.
our algorithm is:
whereȳ i is the false attribute encoding by randomly flipping the attribute encoding y i . The generator G tries to generate real data X R i given sketch data X S i along with the corresponding y i . And the discriminator D tries to distinguish real triplets (
The two networks play a minimax game to compete with each other. We will elaborate on the models of G and D in the following subsections.
B. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of MMC-GAN+ is shown in Fig. 2 , which mainly consists of a face generator G and a conditional discriminator D. The Generator integrates the minimal sketches and descriptive attributes together, which complements each other during face generation. Specifically, the global and local detail inputs are fed into two separate paths G g and G l respectively. The detail path recovers landmark details including mouth, nose as well as two eyes, while the global path is designed to produce complete human facial structures, the outputs of the two paths are combined together for obtaining the final result. Compared with our previous version [22] , the new MMC-GAN+ pays more attention to the fusion of the two kinds of complementary ingredients.
During the generation process, the descriptive attributes as well as the sketch feature map are feed into a fusion network in order to learn the correspondences between attributes and facial details. The synthetic image and the real image are integrated with the corresponding facial attributes, yielding positive and negative inputs. Finally, both the positive and negative inputs are fed into the conditional discriminator to distinguish real or fake samples, with the designed loss fine tuning the generator.
1) MULTI-MODAL GENERATOR
In order to incorporate visual sketches with descriptive attributes, we aim to design a more robust generator based on multi-modal conditions. The network structure is based on the U-NET [44] which contains an encoder-decoder structure between mirrored layers of the encoder and decoder stacks.
Specifically, the generator networks are decomposed into G l and G g , which stand for the local detail path and the global structure path respectively. This method has been proved effective in face rotation due to two-pathway structure [49] . G g contains an encoder-decoder structure that utilizes multiscale features to form the global feature map, which recovers global facial structure. However, only using G g cannot recover satisfying details. Therefore, the proposed local detail path G l aims to generate key facial landmarks including mouth, nose and two eyes. Four sub-networks G l i , i ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3] are used to recover rich facial details. Note that we generate the local face patches by putting the corresponding key landmarks (e.g., left eye, right eye, nose and mouth) at the patch centers. The output of the detail path is formed by integrating feature maps of the four landmark networks in a max-value pooling method. Finally, to efficiently perform face generation, we adopt concatenation fusion to integrate detail feature map and global feature map. The whole generation process can be described as follows:
where f l i denote the features maps produced by the four local detail paths, max(·) and deconv(·) represent max-value pooling operation and deconvolution operation respectively. Although the two-path output makes the generated image much more realistic, facial details need additional information to reduce the generation uncertainties.
To address this issue, a fusion network is exploited to fuse the visual sketch information and the verbal attribute information. We use a N -dimension binary vector y i to represent attributes, whose contents are shown in Tab. 1. For the global path G g , the attribute encoding is firstly spatially replicated to form a L g ×L g ×N feature map, which has the same height and width as the feature map of the first convolution layer. Then the two kinds of feature maps are concatenated and send to the fusion network. The process is illustrated in Fig. 3 and can be mathematically described as follow:
where conv(·) and broadcast(·) are convolution operation and replication operation respectively. Similarly, partial attributes (e.g., Bags under eyes, Bushy eyebrows) are integrated with the detail path G l . Different paths separately take advantage of the corresponding attribute encoding, making the generation process more reasonable and efficient.
2) CONDITIONAL DISCRIMINATOR
The conditional discriminator aims to distinguish between the real pairs and synthetic pairs, with the loss affecting the generator. The synthetic image X Syn i generated by multimodal generator and the ground-truth image X R i are concatenated with sketch X S i by channel to produce positive patches Then, the image feature map is concatenated along the channel dimension with the attribute feature map. The forming feature map is further fed into the subsequent layers of the discriminator to generate the final decision. The whole process can be described as follows:
where X can be real images X R or synthesis images X Syn . Note that the network may easily ignore the information if we always set the attributes as the true settings. To address this issue, we construct an additional group of fake pairs (X R i , X S i ,ȳ i ), making the discriminator network can better recognize the attribute information. Hereȳ i is the false attribute encoding by flipping the binary value of y i randomly. So we have three kinds of inputs used to train our conditional discriminator: (1) the real image and correct attributes form the positive training pair (X R i , X S i , y i ). (2) the synthetic image and correct attributes form the first kind of negative training pair (X Syn i , X S i , y i ) which makes the discriminator sensible to the visual information. (3) the real image and fake attributes form the second kind of negative training pair (X R i , X S i ,ȳ i ) which is helpful for making the discriminator robust to incorrect facial descriptions.
C. OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we introduce the loss function for identitypreserving facial image generation. Specifically, the content loss aims to recover visually similar images as original images, whereas the adversarial loss promotes to make synthetic images more realistic. Our attribute preserving loss makes synthetic images preserve same attribute representation as original images. The final loss function we use for optimization is a weighted sum of three loss functions.
1) CONTENT LOSS
Since the multi-modal generator is requested not only to fool the discriminator but also to generate visually similar face VOLUME 6, 2018 images as the ground truth, we add the L1 loss as the content loss. The pixel-wise loss is calculated as:
where M c = W × H × C. We select the L1 norm rather than the L2 norm due to the fact that the L2 norm lacks the high frequency information which leads to smooth textures in the generated images, while the L1 norm introduces less blurring effects.
2) ATTRIBUTE PRESERVING LOSS
Reconstructing attributes with the generated images is a very important part for identity maintenance. High-level attribute representation in the network efficiently reflects a particular attribute configuration. Therefore, we design an attribute encoding network (AEnet) to learn the high-level attribute feature map with the provided face images and corresponding attributes. The network structure is similar to the conditional discriminator. We select the output of last convolution layer as high-level attribute feature. The neurons in different positions possess various activation patterns, which illustrate that face images can be divided into many subsets based on the attribute configurations, with each pattern corresponding to a specific attribute subset. Specifically, we choose 100,000 face images from CelebA Faces dataset [20] with attribute labels. Let {X i , y i }, i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] be a set of face images and the corresponding attribute labels which have 19 attributes described in Tab. 1. The cross-entropy loss is used for attribute classification [50] as (13) where p(y k i = 1|X i ) is a sigmoid function which implies the probability of the existence of the k-th attribute given the i-th face image X i .
In order to enhance the attribute similarity between the synthesis images and the target ground truth, we build the attribute preserving loss based on the pre-trained AEnet, instead of only relying on pixel-wise loss. Attribute preserving loss is defined as the L1 distance between the features of generated image G(X S , y) and the real image X R as
where M ap = W n × H n × C n , and φ n describes the last convolution feature map after activation of the attribute network. W n and H n show the dimensions of the feature map.
3) ADVERSARIAL LOSS
The adversarial loss we use is the same as the original one [9] which try to fool the discriminator with generated image samples.
where the output of the discriminator D represent the probability that G(X S i , y i ) is regarded as a real facial image.
D. TRAINING SCHEME
During the optimization process, the generator minimizes the objective by sum up the aforementioned loss as
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the balanced parameters of the corresponding terms. The proposed MMC-GAN is trained end-toend with ADAM, except for the attribute encoder, which is pre-trained for attribute classification and fixed afterwards. The complete training process is outlined in Algorithm 1, the generator and the discriminator are updated in an alternative way and the generator is trained with more iterations just as in [18] , which is useful to match the performance of two networks during optimization. The training samples only use 50,000 images with corresponding attributes from the SketchCelebA dataset. The parameters are set as
, λ 1 = 10, k = 2 and λ 2 = 0.1λ 1 . We refer to the work [18] for setting the parameter λ 1 that a big value is helpful for fast training and λ 2 is set empirically according to the performance on a extra validation set.
Algorithm 1
The Training Process of Our MMC-GAN+ Algorithm Input: the generator G initialized with weights ψ 0 , the discriminator D initialized with weights θ 0 , pre-trained attribute network φ, training samples ( Sample a minibatch m samples (
Random flip y i to formȳ i , and construct m negative training samples (
Update D's weights θ by ascending its stochastic gradient with loss function described in (1).
5:
for k steps do 6: Update G's weights ψ by descending its stochastic gradient with loss function L O according to (16) . 7: end for 8: end while
E. CROSS-MODAL FACE VERIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL
We implement face verification and retrieval given the sketch and the corresponding attributes. After generating photorealistic faces based on the proposed sketch-to-image translation method, we feed the synthetic and the candidate faces to a convolutional neural network to implement verification and retrieval, just as [51] , yielding the feature representation f syn and f can respectively, which can be described as:
where φ(·) represents a network used to extract feature. We calculate the cosine-distance of the representations for face feature matching to determine whether the two images are of the same identify or not, which is calculated as
In the verification settings, the cosine value will be compared with a predefined threshold, if the value is bigger than the threshold, the two images will be classified as the same identity, otherwise, they will be classified as different ones, more details can be referred in the work [21] . In the retrieval settings, one-to-many comparison is conducted between a query image and many gallery images, the obtained cosine values are ranked in descending order and the query image will be classified as the identity with most images in the high rank, more details can be referred in the work [52] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first conduct extensive experiments in face synthesis and validate the effectiveness of each component in the proposed framework. We then demonstrate the result of minimal sketch verification and retrieval based on the generated faces. Extensive results prove that our proposed method has satisfying performance in terms of face generation and verification/retrieval based on multi-modal information.
A. DATASET AND EVALUATION METRICS 1) DATASET
Since there is no existing face dataset based on sketch and descriptive attributes, we construct two new datasets Sketch-CelebA and Sketch-LFW based on the corresponding public face attribute datasets, namely CelebA [20] and LFW dataset [21] . CelebA includes 10,000 identities with each containing twenty images; and LFW dataset contains 13233 web-collected images from 5749 different identities with various variations, expression and illuminations. In these two datasets each image is annotated with forty face attributes and five key points. Different from previous hand-drawn method and stylization algorithm, we use the minimal facial sketches by plotting 68 facial key landmarks. The ERT method [2] is adopted to perform landmark detection, which is implemented with Dlib [53] . We manually select 19 representative attributes which are commonly labeled in both of these two datasets for each image to complement the sketch, which is also according to the fact that an eyewitness tends to remember crucial facial appearance of the suspect due to the forgetting process. Therefore, Sketch-CelebA and Sketch-LFW contain over 100,000 subjects and 10,000 subjects respectively. Each subject has a minimal sketch along with 19 facial key attributes. Facial attributes can serve as an additional complementary input to optimize our synthetic image.
2) SETTING AND METRICS
Sketch-CelebA is divided into two parts, where 50,000 images are used as our training set to optimize the network model, and the rest of the images without having overlaps with same person are used to test synthetic performance. Our verification and retrieval task are evaluated on Sketch-LFW by using the standard protocol [21] where the complement dataset is divided into parts used for finetune training and testing respectively. Notably, in this two experiments, the networks are first trained with training set, and then evaluated on the testing set.
3) COMPARISON METHODS
Besides the previous version MMC-GAN [22] , we investigate the alternative face synthesis including U-Net [44] and pix2pix [48] for comparisons. Few attempts have been made in face synthesis by taking sketch and descriptive attributes into account simultaneously. To demonstrate the significance of multi-modal information, the same attribute encoding is also added to pix2pix, termed as MM-pix2pix. Apart from above methods, we also demonstrate the contribution of each part of the proposed algorithm by removing attributes and the local detail generator, separately denoted as ''w/o attr'' and ''w/o detail''. For ''w/o attr'' we simultaneously remove the input of attribute encoding and original AEnet. We also consider AttGAN [45] and StarGAN [46] which are successful for human face attributes editing. However, after conducting experiments, we find that the loss values can not converge to stable states and normal face images can't be obtained after tens of thousand of training iterations. We think it might be due to the unbalanced conversion and reconstruction settings in our task, so these two deep generative models are not suitable for multi-modal image generation unless more complex task-specific modifications are performed on them. For fair comparison, we implement all the baselines using the same details as our methods.
B. FACE SYNTHESIS
In this section, we demonstrate the synthetic performance of our algorithm, which are compared with other synthetic methods given conditioned images. Fig. 4 illustrates some representative examples generated by different methods. As is shown in the first column, a subject has a minimal sketch along with 19 facial key attributes, in which the yellow attribute represents activation state and otherwise deactivation. It can be seen that pix2pix [48] is able to generate a photo only given a minimal sketch, which is blurry with some defects and missing details due to losing information. Comparatively, the synthetic images by ''w/o attr'' in the third column have more convincing details to better reflect global sketch descriptions in the same input, yet failing to control conditional appearance(hair color, skin, etc.). By incorporating attributes into sketch as input, our proposed MMC-GAN+ model presents plausible face images and realistic attributes control, benefiting from the proposed sketchattributes fusion network. Besides, the synthetic images are more photorealistic than those generated by other methods. The results demonstrate that the given multi-modal inputs are capable of capturing facial details as well as realistic state.
We further evaluate the quality of generated image samples with Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [23] which can reflect the distance between synthetic images and real images. The results are illustrated in Tab. 2, the result shows that the generated samples of MM-GAN+ is comparable with the original algorithm [22] and is much more real than other methods. To examine whether our model has the capacity to control face synthesis from given multi-modal conditions, we performed the task of attribute manipulation. Fig. 5 shows sample results from testing set for facial attribute manipulation using MMC-GAN+. Given a 19-vector attributes embedding, the results are generated with one attribute value flipped in this attribute vector. Among the selected attributes, Gender and Young are categorized as global attributes and other attributes are categorized as local attributes since the changes only appears in local face area. Conditioned on local face attributes the generated results are convincing and obvious. And the challenging task should be manipulating global attributes, which requires our model to learn subtle changes such as hair, skin color etc.
Apart from qualitative measures, we also construct attribute prediction to assess the effect of fusing attribute information in different layers of the MMC-GAN+. In particular, we use the generator G to generate an image and make AEnet predict attribute values: the predicted attributes are closer to the ground truth, the generator learns more convincing semantic meaning from the attributes. By utilizing the AEnet, we compute the mean accuracy to test different impact for different multi-modal fusion in the Sketch-CelebA test set. As is shown in Tab. 3, the best accuracy is achieved by integrating attributes in the first convolutional layer of the generator and discriminator, which illustrates that fusion at an early stage of the model make interactions more effective.
We also conduct a small experiment for evaluating the effect of flipped attributes on the networks training, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is clear to see that flipping only one attribute is enough for training the discriminator. 
C. CROSS-MODAL VERIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL
To effectively test our model's identity preserving property, we design face verification and retrieval experiments on the Sketch-LFWA dataset.
1) VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT
Existing VGG-Face model [51] is selected as our baseline models. Firstly, the experiment is required to extract features with selected models and then compute verification accuracy with a cosine-distance metric. The matching results on the direct sketch-photo images serve as our baseline results. Notably although many methods have been proposed for facial sketch synthesis, few algorithms proved to be effective for verification or retrieval tasks based on large and variable sketch-photo datasets.
a: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We use sketch-photo pairs with corresponding attributes as input to perform face verification following a ''verification via generation'' procedure. Tab. 4 and Fig. 8 show the accuracy results and ROC curves of our proposed method and those compared methods. Obviously, our proposed MMC-GAN+ achieves better performance in verification accuracy than the previous version algorithm [22] and outperforms other alternative methods by a large margin. The main reason is that the visual information (sketch) and the language information (attributes) are properly fused in the early layer by our proposed fusion network which makes the synthetic images represent better facial details. Therefore, the deep feature learned from multi-modal input is more useful in exploring face verification tasks. Additionally, the performance for MM-pix2pix by jointly utilizing the multi-modal input, although inferior to our algorithm, excels the pix2pix [48] , which also demonstrate necessity of multi-modal conditions. Some verification samples of proposed algorithm are shown in Fig. 7 . 
b: COMPONENT ANALYSIS
As is shown in Tab.4, it is also observed that the verification accuracy drops apparently without attributes, which means facial attribute information impacts the appearance feature of synthetic image, thus affecting final accuracy a lot. The performance of algorithm without the local detail generator is also inferior to the approach. In this case, the feature appearances of synthetic faces are explored via rich structure analysis. Therefore, our multi-modal structure is important for improving performance by our algorithm. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 8. The ROC curves on the Sketch-LFW dataset.
2) RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENT
Different from the verification experiment mentioned above, in the image retrieval settings, a image from query set is request to be compared with all the images in another gallery set and find the similar ones. Therefore cross-modal face retrieval is a much more challenging task. In the LFW dataset, there are some identities with one image, and they would be only used in the gallery set. For other identities, one image is randomly chosen as query and others are added to the gallery set. We adopt the same feature extracting scheme as the verification experiment and pre-trained VGG-Face model is also used. The direct sketch-photo feature comparison is also served as our baseline results.
Performance Evaluation: We use the mean average precision (mAP) and top i recognition rate (i = 10, 20, 50, 100) to evaluate the performance of methods, and results are shown in Tab. 5. Without facial details and textures, the baseline (sketch-photo) obtains quite poor result. And the result provided by pix2pix method is also very poor due to the lack of identity-related attribute information. Our proposed algorithm MMC-GAN+ outperforms other methods proves that effectively fusing visual sketch and attributes makes generated human face easier to retrieval.
Some more samples are shown in Fig. 9 . In some cases, due to the successful fusion of attributes and sketches, the synthetic faces capture several key facial features of the target people and obtain satisfying results (at the 1st position). Moreover, it is clear to see that the similar instances with high rank are often those have the same attributes (hair, wearing glasses, ages). For the failure cases, the artifacts caused by imperfect image generation severely blur facial details, which is the main reason for the low retrieval performance. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first attempt to perform face image recognition and retrieval by jointly utilizing the information provided by minimal sketch and language description. An improve version for Multi-Modal Conditional GAN generation algorithm with a sketch-attribute fusion network is proposed to generate photorealistic facial images from sketch and highlevel descriptive information. Simultaneously, we make the global structure and local details of a face respectively join in different channels of the generator, and then fuse them together with the guidance of the corresponding descriptive attributes by using the fusion network, which can effectively reduce the generation uncertainties. Based on the synthetic faces we can implement face verification and retrieval effectively since the facial structures and local details are preserved during the generation. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MMC-GAN+ algorithm in tasks of facial sketch generation and recognition. 
